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ABSTRACT:

We present our contribution to the geovisualization and visual analysis of hydraulic simulation data, based on an interdisciplinary
research work undertaken by researchers in geographic information sciences and in hydraulics. The positive feedback loop between
researchers favored the proposal of visualization tools enabling visual reasoning on hydraulic simulated data so as to infer knowledge
on the simulation model. We interactively explore and design 2D multi-scale styles to render hydraulic simulated data, in order to
support the identification over large simulation domains of possible local inconsistencies related to input simulation data, simulation
parameters or simulation workflow. Models have been implemented into QGIS and are reusable for other input data and territories.

1. INTRODUCTION

Given the increasing number of catastrophic inundations and
the damages they inflict on populations and territories, flood
mitigation policies are to be strengthened. In the European
Union, a framework has been developed to enhance mitigation
and adaptation strategies (EU directive 2007/60/EC)1. The ef-
ficiency of those strategies notably depends on the production
of accurate knowledge about flood hazards and risks, to im-
prove prevention and management of related crisis. Particularly,
the knowledge about risks related to flash-floods of small rivers
threatening urban areas has still to be improved. Providing data-
bases of flood simulations with different discharge return peri-
ods at a national level is a way to evaluate possible impacts of
flash floods. Producing such knowledge remains a challenging
issue due to the large network of small rivers possibly affected,
and the scarcity and poor quality of available input data. In
France, one purpose of the PICS Project2 is to automatically
produce flood hazard maps for small rivers on large territories,
based on a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) input data. Automa-
tion of the hydraulic simulation process over large and varied
territories, and heterogeneous quality of the terrain input data,
require numerous and iterative analysis of simulation results in
order to propose a simulation method that will provide the most
accurate results at a very large scale.

Identification of changes, patterns, breaks in output data would
help specify simulation limits and related ways of improve-
ment, regarding input data, simulation parameters or simulation
workflow. A visual analytics approach is required here, in order
to favor visual interpretation and reasoning on data simulation.
This approach needs a close collaboration between researchers
in hydraulics and in GI sciences, in order to iterate regularly
throughout the visualization design process so as to adapt the
propositions to the users needs. Hydraulic researchers do not
have a pre-established idea of the main error locations and/or
∗ Corresponding author
1 https://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/floodrisk/
2 http://pics.ifsttar.fr/en

sources, so they have to explore their results and test various
simulation parameters. On their end, researchers in GI sciences
have to explore how geovisualization design techniques can be
applied in this specific context, by making use of geovisualiz-
ation tools and techniques, proposing methods to hydraulic re-
searchers and taking into account their feedback. In our case, a
satisfying proposal is one that is useful to analyze results from
many different simulation methods over large simulation do-
mains, and easy enough to use, although hydraulics researchers
are not GI specialists. This paper presents the result of this pos-
itive feedback loop between researchers, i.e. the proposal of
visualization tools enabling visual reasoning on hydraulic sim-
ulated data so as to infer knowledge on the simulation model.

Through this dynamic interdisciplinary process between hydraulic
data simulation and visualization, we contribute to the study
of the use of geovisualization for scientific simulation and its
underlying issue: how to improve the visual understanding of
complex dynamics on earth? The originality of our approach is
to develop geovisualizations mixing cartographic visualization
of basic geodata (especially DTMs) with scientific visualization
of more abstract simulation results. We thus propose models
of graphic representation specifically designed for the analysis
of hydraulic simulation results by researchers producing those
models.

After a review of literature about map design and geovisualiz-
ation of flood risks, we present different inconsistencies, found
in hydraulic simulation data produced by the PICS project, that
are relevant to be visually detected and analyzed. In order to as-
sist researchers in the production of simulation data, geovisual-
ization researchers design specific graphic styles, allowing hy-
draulic specialists to visually analyze their simulation results,
so as to be able to identify ways of improving their simula-
tion (input data or simulation parameters) or to detect limita-
tions of their simulation workflow. Hereafter, geovisualization
researchers propose a set of automated multi-scale rendering
styles for simulated data, that can be easily used by hydraulic
researchers, in order to visually detect those inconsistencies,
according to their needs and expectations. We finally discuss
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about the possibility to transfer these styles to 3D, to enrich the
detection and analysis of artifacts into simulated data.

2. RELATED WORKS IN FLOOD RISKS
GEOVISUALIZATION

In the field of flood risks, there is a diversity of possible graphic
representations and visualizations, among which users have to
choose in relation to their purposes, expectations and the con-
sidered aspects of this complex spatio-temporal phenomenon:
impacts, temporality and raising dynamics, hazard intensity
(velocities, water heights), hazard probability, uncertainties,
etc. As a classical geovisualization issue, the usability of visual-
izations will strongly depend on the matching between the final
use, the graphic representation and rendering styles as well as
the data exploration capacities.

Many scientific works propose ways of visualizing flood risks,
but are mainly aimed at representing risk defined as ”a threat
to people and the things they value”, as stated by (Kostelnick
et al., 2013) in their proposition of a framework for risk visu-
alization, trying to encompass all issues to be tackled for car-
tographic representation of risks. Such a definition of flood
risks implies the representation of results from the processing
of multiple data about risk so as to qualify its impact on a pop-
ulation or territory, whereas we are aiming herein at represent-
ing raw simulation data during their production phase and be-
fore they are passed on to any stakeholder. Most works are
designed for practitioners and/or citizens (Lieske, 2012, Loner-
gan, Hedley, 2015, Yang, 2016, Jacquinod et al., 2016, Seipel,
Lim, 2017, Massaâbi et al., 2018, Kilsedar et al., 2019, Carrillo
et al., 2019). Many works explore the co-visualization of het-
erogeneous spatio-temporal data, thematic and topographic, for
tsunami crisis management for instance (Pierkot et al., 2019) or
for a better understanding of coastal dynamics (Masse, Chris-
tophe, 2015).

In addition, the users of the geovisualization outputs, i.e. the
hydraulic researchers, need to visually analyze both their raw
simulated results, i.e. looking for breaks, border effects, or
any other unlikely results, as well as several characteristics of
the considered territory (topography, vegetation, built environ-
ment), in order to spot and evaluate potential inaccuracies in
their simulation models. In such a context, geovisualization
issues that are usually tackled in other flood risks related sci-
entific works need to be adapted to our specific objectives.

Graphic representation of simulation data, at any usable scale, is
clearly at stake here. Graphic representation choices depend on
the characteristics of the phenomenon to visualize, and on the
goal of the user: this fitness for use is a classical issue for visu-
alization design. The characteristics could be static or dynamic
aspects of the phenomenon, its spatiality, its temporality, its im-
pacts, the underlying probabilities of something happening or
several kinds of uncertainties. Works focusing on representing
uncertainties from simulation’s results are developed for practi-
tioners in a decision making context and citizens for awareness
raising and rarely concern the direct representation of raw simu-
lation results (Goda, Song, 2016, Lim, 2018, Klockow-McClain
et al., 2020). The main difficulty regards the decision-making
process which is an on-going cognitive issue for geovisualiza-
tion (Padilla et al., 2018, Kübler et al., 2019). Visual variables,
mainly in such context, colors, transparency, textures could be
used to make something salient, and to support visual attention.
Some works alternatively propose the visualization of analytics

dashboards synthesizing flood risks data and socio-economic
data for flood managers, thus geovisualizing processed data
(Saha et al., 2018).

3D geovisualizations can allow for a better understanding of a
spatial phenomenon, especially visualized on top of a 3D rep-
resentation of the territory (Brasebin et al., 2016). 3D geovisu-
alizations have already been used in flood mitigation planning
with citizens, shedding light on their ability to support under-
standing of flood risks, because it enhances relief and water
flows volume perception (Jacquinod, Bonaccorsi, 2019). Visu-
alizing hydraulic data on top of a 3D cartographic represent-
ation of the territory based on simple GIS data (DTM, aerial
images and schematic 3D buildings) has proven to be useful
for hydraulic specialists and risk managers to evaluate the qual-
ity of their data and the potential damage flood could impose
on this territory (Jacquinod, 2014). However, the objectives
and the case studies considered here highly differ, for instance
in terms of range of scales of analysis (varying here from a
very large to very small scale), and of nature of information
to be visualized (including internal model variables). Further-
more, as far as 3D geovisualizations are concerned, there is no
consensus over which level of detail is relevant for a particu-
lar use (Bishop, Lange, 2005, Jacquinod, Bonaccorsi, 2019).
Moreover 3D geovisualizations of technical data are often pro-
posed, sometimes tested on a use case with users, but user stud-
ies necessary to generalize findings are rarely conducted (Shep-
pard, 2005, Kemec et al., 2010, Patel et al., 2013, Leskens et
al., 2017).

Direct and interactive visualization of simulation results are
also investigated, allowing stakeholders to run simulation and
explore results during meetings (Leskens et al., 2014, Leskens
et al., 2017), without tackling the quality of the simulation res-
ults, having rather focused on testing the usability of their user
interface, which is aimed at practitioners and not hydraulic spe-
cialists.

Finally, although many works exists proposing geovisualiza-
tions of data about risks, they do not offer solutions for inter-
active visualizations of raw simulation data for hydraulic spe-
cialists working, in order to improve their simulation models,
thus not aimed at communicating simulation results. Bringing
simulation and visualization closer remains difficult for visual
reasoning purposes on specific spatial configuration and phe-
nomena.

3. CASE STUDY AND MAIN ISSUES

The simulation framework developed in the ANR PICS pro-
ject3 aims at providing generalized flood hazard information on
small rivers over large regions, such knowledge being currently
unavailable. Flood data shall be obtained for a very large num-
ber of rivers at a regional scale, which requires a high level of
automation and simplification of the hydraulic simulation work-
flow. For this reason, hydraulic computations are run in steady
state regime for different peak discharge return periods, using
directly high resolution DTMs as input topographic informa-
tion, and without any model calibration. To limit the extent
of the computation domains, simulations are run separately on
each branch of the river network, and are then combined to ob-
tain a mono-frequency inundation scenario covering the whole

3 http://pics.ifsttar.fr/en
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Figure 1. Visualization of raw simulated data with a grey colormap: water heights, flow directions and velocities (Alès in the Gardon
watershed), with QGIS.

hydrographic network. The large simplifications and assump-
tions introduced in the simulation workflow generate signific-
ant errors and inconsistencies in the simulation results, which
should be reduced as much as possible. Thus, the main aim of
the expected visualization tools is to help hydraulics researchers
in the diagnosis of their simulation results and the identification
of the main error locations and sources.

The simulation results presented hereafter as an illustration of
the approach were obtained in the region of Alès in the Gardon
watershed, south-eastern France. This region was selected be-
cause it is frequently hit by intense flash floods affecting small
rivers. It was identified as one of the main flood risk areas in
France during the first application of the EU flood directive.
The simulation domain considered covers a 11640x22865 m
area. It includes 38 km of rivers among which the Gardon river
and one of its small tributaries crossing the town of Alès. Hy-
draulic simulations are derived from an automatic application
of the Floodos hydrodynamic model (Davy et al., 2017). Three
successive simulations are necessary to cover the entire sim-
ulation domain; they are partly overlaying at their connection
points and have to be combined to obtain the final result. The
DTM used was produced in 2007 by the Conseil Départemental
du Gard. It has a 5 m resolution and its estimated altimetric ac-
curacy is 20 cm in non-vegetated areas, and 1m in vegetated
areas. However, it suffers locally from artifacts which may
largely affect the simulation (such as for instance bridges not
cleaned up). The simulation outputs include three raster fields
(water height, flow direction, flow velocity), covering the sim-
ulation domain at a 5 m resolution (Fig.1).

4. VISUAL DETECTION OF INCONSISTENCIES IN
HYDRAULIC SIMULATION RESULTS

For hydraulic simulations, researchers generally examine three
types of output variables, i.e. water heights, flow directions and
velocities, and are used to observe them mainly graphically with
the help of a Geographic Information System (GIS), overlayed
on a DTM. Without any style parameters, default visualization
is often proposed to the user with levels of grey matching raster
quantitative data (Fig. 1). This way of visualizing and explor-
ing simulated data can benefit from more sophisticated graphic
representation to support visual reasoning and data exploration,
through scales.

As geovisualization and hydraulics researchers, we propose the
following methodology for the exploratory visual analysis of
hydraulic simulation results. In practice, these four following

steps are not linear, this process is iterative and regular, working
as a positive feedback loop.

1. Identification of inconsistencies that could be relevant for
hydraulic simulation analysis, since hydraulics researchers
cannot anticipate all possible flaws in their results, but may
nevertheless have a preliminary idea of the possible error
sources they would like to detect.

2. Experimentation of suitable visualizations by geovisualiz-
ation researchers, to support visual attention on and ex-
ploration of these inconsistencies, at various scales.

3. Auto-evaluation by the hydraulics researchers based on
their insights on the relevancy of the proposed visualiza-
tions for their work on simulation workflows.

4. Selection and co-design of some visualizations, then re-
fined and automated, to be used for visual hydraulic simu-
lation analysis.

4.1 Characterization of inconsistencies

Inconsistencies The term ’inconsistency’ is here used to de-
scribe something that is or looks, surprising, unexpected, un-
explained, possibly false, regarding the data, the model or the
visualization of the data. Inconsistencies may come from dif-
ferent sources. Some are caused by shortcomings in the input
data of the hydraulic simulation model, among which the ter-
rain model: for instance bridges not cleaned up, or local errors
due to vegetation and affecting the shape of the river bed cross
section. Some are coming from the choices in terms of graphic
representation of the data: unsuitable colormap classification or
wrong shading of the terrain leading to mistaken visual inter-
pretations. Issues about graphic representation may be solved
by a better use of visual variables to explore data, i.e. by im-
proving the use of color for classifications, or by adapting the
parameters of terrain shading. Even if we do not focus on the
solving of these particular inconsistencies, graphic representa-
tion and relief perception will be at stake hereafter.

Artifacts of interest In this paper, we focus on artifacts due
to the automation and simplification of the hydraulic simulation
process and to local shortcomings in the terrain model (Fig.2).
They are mainly correlated with:

• Unusually high heights and speeds caused by the injection
of discharge at specific points, which can only be inter-
preted by looking at directions.
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Figure 2. Examples of inconsistencies visually appearing in hydraulic simulated data. From left to right: local water level increase,
sudden breaks in water levels or flow direction and velocities, apparently chaotic flow directions

• Inconsistent flow directions due for instance to the inap-
propriate overlaying of successive simulations at conflu-
ences: we can though observe surprising opposite direc-
tions on some areas, with no topological explanations.

• Breaks into data simulation and marginal effects often due
to the terrain model.

4.2 Issues for visual analysis of simulated data

We focus on the visualization of the above mentioned inconsist-
encies: our objective is to render them more saliently to support
suitable visual attention and exploration, at any visualization
scales related to data resolution and size of the computation do-
main. We consider that the proposition should help the user:
to focus on an inconsistency or a set of inconsistencies, to con-
sider them in their context by selecting or adding other data if
needed, and to zoom into the data, in order to refine the visual
analysis, at a greater spatial scale, such as also accessing to hid-
den semantics. This implies:

• the processing of output data simulation, to create more
meaningful and useful data: water heights, directions and
velocities are used to be handled and visualized separately,
when directions and speeds could be computed together to
create a new information to render, for instance.

• the choice of relevant graphic representations for the data,
i.e. selection of visual variables adapted to the character-
istics of the data, the visualization scale and the other data
to co-visualize: this implies to consider the notion of style.

• the evolution of the graphic representation through the
scale navigation.

4.3 A particular case study of stylization: exploring hy-
draulic simulated data at a given scale

We present here a specific case study of stylization we faced,
while exploring hydraulic simulated data at a particular scale.
More precisely, representing the current with the help of arrows,
requires some refinements, in order to improve the interpretab-
ility of the water direction:a color wheel is presented here to
support a better visual analysis of the current.

At a small scale, showing the current with arrows becomes ar-
duous because those arrows are either too small and can’t be
read, or they represent too large an area over which the flow of
the water may vary a lot. The first idea is to decompose the
speed vector in two vectors, one aligned with the north-south
axis, the other aligned with the east-west axis. Assigning a
color gradient to the value of each vector resulted in a color

map showing the components of the speed in both axis, which
indirectly gives the direction of the current (Fig. 3.1.). This
methods has some drawbacks:

• It is hard to identify the direction of the flow in low current
area because the result depends on the speed of the water.

• The black is not still water but water flowing rapidly to the
south-west, which is counter-intuitive.

• If the two components are outside the range of observa-
tion, the method becomes unreliable because the color is
capped.

Figure 3. Stylization for current direction representation, based
on a color wheel: direction is linked to hue color. (1) Left: Color

gradient applied to the water speed decomposed into 2 axis
(north-south and east-west), giving the direction of the current;

(2) Right: Color gradient applied to the water speed decomposed
into 3 axis (north, south-east, south-west).

Our proposition consists in replacing the two-axis decomposi-
tion with a three-axis decomposition, the axis used being North,
South-East and South-West. Thanks to this new decomposition,
fast currents are in flashy colors while still water is in gray. The
imprecision of the direction for being out of the observation
range is reduced (from 45◦ to 30◦ ) (Fig. 3.2.).

The last step is to link directly the direction of the current with
the hue of the color while the saturation and the value remain
maxed. This method no longer suffers from the imprecision of
the direction when the current is out of the observation range.
This method does not differentiate still and flowing water: the
direction of the still water is shown even though it is meaning-
less.

The visualization finally obtained helps hydraulic researchers to
focus the analysis on areas with significant flow velocities and
to easily detect sudden changes in flow directions, which may
appear as inconsistent.
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Figure 4. Actual simulation error detected by the proposed
current stylization method.

This is illustrated on Fig. 4 (zoom into Fig.3), which represents
here a real simulation error due to bad limit conditions manage-
ment in the area where simulations are overlaying.

5. AUTOMATED MULTI-SCALE STYLES FOR
HYDRAULIC SIMULATION RESULTS

Multi-scales styles to support the visual analysis of hydraulic
simulation results, through scales, are needed: as showed in the
previous example, it is important for hydraulics researchers to
be able to zoom in and out the data, in order to properly analyze
some inconsistencies. This section presents the design of the
set of graphic multi-scale styles, and their automation in QGIS.

5.1 A set of graphic styles through scales

After several iterations between geovisualization and hydraul-
ics researchers, we developed a multi-scale approach in order
to highlight relevant inconsistencies and to enable data assess-
ment, throughout scales. A multi-scale geovisualization en-
compassing different graphic representation styles for each rel-
evant scale has been formalized and can be used on simulation
results seamlessly at any scale, so that the identified inconsist-
encies could be spotted on any dataset, small or large. Those
graphic styles are designed to facilitate the search for inconsist-
encies and their origin, which often requires many zooming in
and out operations and simultaneous display of several datasets.

Figure 5 presents this multi-scale approach, based on several
graphic styles, which relies on the visualization of the input
DTM (used for the simulation) and the raw simulated data.

• Fig. 5.1 shows a classical blue-colored style of water
heights.

• At this scale, flow directions and velocities are represented
by the color wheel presented above (Fig. 5.2.a).

• At a higher level of zoom, the graphic style is automatic-
ally modified to have a more suitable graphic represent-
ation of flow directions and velocities based on arrows,
in order to help to pinpoint detected inconsistencies (Fig.
5.2.b)...

• ...Until a more zoomed graphic representation optimizes
the number of displayed arrows and their color (Fig.
5.2.c).

Fig. 5.2.c again illustrates an inconsistency in flow simulation
data, here due to too concentrated injection of discharge in the
simulation domain.

5.2 Automation in QGIS for use by hydraulics researchers

Hydraulics researchers need to assign a specified style to a layer
they need to analyze. They have to benefit from a predefined set
of graphic styles, expected to facilitate their analysis process.
The efficiency in the visual analysis of simulation results relies
both in the combination of simulation outputs (i.e. interpret
unusual heights by looking at directions in the same area) and in
the co-visualization of those outputs together with geographic
data describing the spatial configuration of the territory.

We resorted to QGIS styles and models (QGIS Development
Team, 2009) for almost all co-designed graphic styles, previ-
ously considered useful by hydraulics researchers: our multi-
scale style presented in Fig.5, requires effectively many op-
erations to be performed before reaching the desired display.
This automation into QGIS will ensure that hydraulics special-
ists can use easily the set of graphic styles.

QGIS styles are pre-defined ways of displaying a data set on the
user screen. For raster data sets, hue, intensity and/or transpar-
ency parameters can be assigned to cell values. For vector data
sets, styles can also determined shapes, sizes and/or orientation
of each objects.

QGIS models allow to define an entire workflow that includes
pre-processing operations for both simulation results and other
geographic data (filter, conditional selection and/or computa-
tion to combine several datasets, etc.), storage of needed inter-
mediate results, and finally application of desired styles to each
of the data sets. This includes the desired scale-range, since
multi-scale styles require several styles for the same layer de-
pending on the level of zoom.

Finally, we provided hydraulic researchers with a set of folders
and files containing styles and models, a documentation of each
of those styles and models and their use and a basic tutorial on
how to use them. They have been effectively tested by hydraulic
researchers and can be now used on new versions of simulation
data.

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we present our contribution to help researchers
explore their hydraulic simulation results, based on a set of
graphic multi-scale 2D styles. Our purpose in this interdiscip-
linary and iterative approach is to enrich knowledge and meth-
ods for visual analysis of simulated phenomena on earth. The
interaction between geovisualization and hydraulics researchers
indeed helped to set up graphic multi-scales styles, specifically
designed for the diagnostic of hydraulic simulation results, and
particularly the detection of inconsistencies. Although these
styles were developed for the very specific simulation frame-
work developed in the PICS project, they can be adapted for
a broader use in the field of analysis of hydraulic simulation
results, since many simulation models produce data similar to
those from the PICS project, namely water heights, flow velo-
cities and flow directions.

As far as the use of 2D geovisualizations to support visual ana-
lysis of simulation results is concerned, we have identified sev-
eral issues that need to be addressed, in particular the devel-
opment of automated and efficient geovisualizations allowing
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Figure 5. Multiscale styles for hydraulic data visualization: 1- Water heights with a proper colormap (classical blue style), 2- Merged
flow directions and velocities: with a color wheel (a), with a first level of zoom based on arrows (b), with a second level of zoom based

on arrows (c) (automated multi-scale style).

for the comparison of two, or more, simulation results on the
same area produced with different parameters or input data by
shedding light on their differences and the representation of un-
certainties through the combined visualization of outputs from
several scenarios over the same area.

We attempt now to pursue this interdisciplinary research work
by designing and implementing the co-visualization of two
flood simulation scenarii, in order to support comparison, sim-
ilarities and differences detection, uncertainties revealed by the
exploration of various hypothesis (minimum, average, max-
imum) for a scenario.

Thanks to the feedbacks from hydraulics researchers, we also
established that basic 3D visualization of DTMs was indeed
useful to confirm or infirm a visual interpretation of the topo-
graphy and to help distinguishing between a spike or a hole
in the terrain, or to better visualize the shape of the river bed
cross sections in areas where the DTM appears to be very
largely interpolated. At the end of the project, we briefly ex-
perimented co-visualization of 2D flow directions and velocit-
ies with arrows into a 3D urban model, in order to help detect
impacted buildings for instance (Fig. 6). In-depth experiment-
ations with those proposed visuals are planned next, and re-
quire many iterations between hydraulics and geovisualization
researchers. Therefore, beyond their use for better relief un-
derstanding, 3D geovisualizations still need further testing to
determine guidelines to ensure their usefulness for the analysis
of simulation results.

Figure 6. Simulation data interacting with 3D city model. In red,
parts of buildings being impacted by simulated water flows.
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